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Every day around the world, there are thousands of people travelling. The most common way to 

do so is by train. Train lines are like a veins crossing around our planet. If you visit a place for the 

first time, when you go outside the station, the first view you see will be the first picture of the city, 

that introduces the city to you, this also happens when people leave the city. The last picture of the 

location is the outdoor of the train station. Also this area can be counted as one of the most 

important areas in the city, unfortunately, there is mostly no effort on designing it well. All through 

time, architects and designers focused on the the buildings of the stations to show their power and 

perfection not the outdoor space.  

This thesis is about analyzing the public open spaces in front of the train stations and how they 

have  been developed. For doing so we went through some basics, such as human function towards 

the surrounding environment, urban assets, history of urban development as well as train stations 

etc.. After we researched ten different central stations in the capital cities around European Union. 

They are randomly scattered stations throughout Europe, and the reason for choosing the capitals 

is that they have international, inner country routes and a direct link to the international airport.  

 

By visiting and analyzing them the researcher took notes and pictures, afterwards, through visual 

assessment,  place mapping and behavioral mapping we have evaluated the stations based on ten 

factors, i.e. feeling safe, movement, greenery, accessibility etc.. 

 

As the result we have compared values of each factor among the locations separately. Later on we 

choose locations with the highest value among each factor. We collected all the highest grades 

between the locations in each factor and developed some patterns for how to design and develop 

public open spaces in front of the stations in the future. 

Keywords: Public Open Space, outdoor design, train stations, European Union, assessment 
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Igapäevaselt, ülemaailmselt on tuhandeid reisivaid inimesi. Tavalisem transpordivahend on rong. 

Rongiliinid on nagu meie planeeriti ristavad sooned. Esimest korda mõnd uut kohta külastades loob 

esmamulje just see ala, millele sa satud rongijaamast lahkudes - see on esmatutvus uue kohaga. 

Samamoodi mõjuvad need alad ka viimase mälestusena ja hüvastijätuna mingi paigaga.  Niisiis 

võib rongijaamu pidada linnades ühtedeks olulisemateks aladeks. Kahjuks ei ole enamjaolt tegu 

väga hästi disainitud aladega. Läbi aja on arhitektid ja disainerid keskendunud pigem 

raudteejaamadele näitamaks paiga võimu ja täiuslikkust – vähe on keskendutud väliruumile. 

Käesolev tees analüüsib avalikke avatud alasid -  raudteejaamade esiseid ning kuidas antud 

disainilahendused on saavutatud. Selle jaoks uurisime, kuidas inimkäitumist ümbritsevas 

keskkonnas, linnaväärtusi, linnaarengu ajalugu ning raudteejaamu jne. Uurisime kümmet erinevat 

keskjaama Euroopa Liidu riikide pealinnades. Alade valik oli juhuslik – hajali üle kogu euroopa. 

Pealinnad osutusid valituks, kuna neis on nii rahvusvahelisi kui ka riigisiseseid marsruute ning 

otseühendused lennujaamadega. Antud objekte külastades tehti märkmeid ja pilte, millele järgnes 

visuaalse hinnangu andmine, kohtade kaardistamine ning käitumis-kaardistamine. Kõiki jaamu 

hinnati läbi kümne faktori näiteks – turvatunne, liikuvus, rohelus, ligipääsetavus jne. Tulemusena 

oleme hinnanud kõiki saadud väärtusi faktorite kaupa ning asukohapõhiselt. Hiljem tegime valimi, 

mille tulemused olid eri kategooriates kõrgeimad. Kogusime kõik kõrgemad hinnangud ning lõime 

mustri, kuidas tulevikus disainida ja arendada avalikke avatud alasid raudteejaamade ümbrusesse. 

Märksõnad: avalik ruum, väliruumi disain, raudteejaamad, Euroopa liit, hindamine 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1.  Overview  

 

In this Research, the main target is outdoor design of train stations and public spaces attached to 

them. Moreover, their general cohesion as well as their special position in their introduction of 

the city has been studied.   

 

The 21 century is the century of cities, due to the fact that for the first time in human history more 

than half of the population live in urban areas, in Europe itself is over 75%. (Landry, 2008) Every 

society spreads from structures and infrastructures that are necessary to the life of an urban 

settlement, conveying shape to space, controlling it and arranging it to become organized. 

(Ingaramo, A. Voghera, 2016) The transportation systems allowed people to go from one place 

to another and they got the chance to be introduced to new cities and areas. The first image of the 

city you see is the first impression, makes you judge the place without exactly knowing it 

completely. It is part of natural human behavior and they use it while meeting new people as well. 

Also the last image you see, it will always stick to your mind, you will always remember it. That 

would be the last view of the city which people see before leaving there. 

 

There are other types of traveling except trains such as by bus, airplane and cars. Based on the 

locations people want to travel, they choose deferent ways, but the most common way of traveling 

is by train. Rail ways have been used for transferring coal and other mining purposes since 600 

B.C. Since the first worlds public railways which was developed at north- east of England in 1825 

(Kirby,2002) people have chosen this way of traveling due to its safety. This type of traveling 

mostly has a good cause and benefit effect, compare to other ways. Railway statistics, released 

by international union of railways in 2015, shows that about 30 countries around the world have 

more than 20 million passengers per year. In this survey, Germany in EU is in the 3rd place after 

japan and India with 2.007 million passengers per year in 2015. Although resent low cost flights 

in Europe have changed peoples’ preferences, but it does not mean it has lost its priority. 
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Landscape planning and architecture are involved in the whole sequences between creation of a 

pace and flows of a space. (Bell, et al, 2012) The reason for pointing out this subject was that, 

every person in our planet surly have used trains for traveling, either they go to a place for the 

first time or they use it as their every day path to go from work to home and vise versa. In any 

case, after they arrive out the destination and opening the doors of the train station to go out, they 

face the city, that will be the first image of the city. Even by knowing so, most focus for urban 

planners and architectures is the location of the stations and the way the main building has been 

built. The largest train stations in the world such as Milan Central Station, Italy, have magnificent 

building and facade but the space in front of them although is wide, but not so functional and 

helpful in introducing the city and while it is not user friendly either.  

 

On one hand, the way of their design in most of them, put pressure on the passengers to rush and 

run away from that location that causes so much stress specially when you are in that city and 

culture for the first time. On the other hand, some of these stations have been arranged outside 

the city in the past and through urban developments they have become part of the city. 

 

The specific issues that we have to consider in this thesis are the factors that should be kept in 

mind while designing or redesigning public space in front of train stations. And because we are 

located in Europe, the best way to study this matter was in European Union.  

 

1.2.  Aim of the study 

 

According to the explained reasons and their importance, we have come up with the idea of 

evaluating the views and the functions on public spaces in front of train stations, and see how they 

have been considered in design and planning progress. In addition, assessing the impacts of this 

factors. 

 

1.3.  Objectives 

 

Main goals of the study could be summarized as the following: 

1. Research about the different types of factors which should be considered while designing the 

public outdoor area of train stations; 

2.  Understanding the ways which factors have the best impact on people; 

3. Having a list of basic needs which should be kept in mind in future planning 
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1.4.  Research questions 

 

In order to achieve our goals and objectives it is necessary to ask the following questions: 

1. Which factors influences people while they are in the place 

2. How to make people belong to the place and feel the real sense of the place by being in that 

area and introduce the real face of the city in first impression? 

3. How to make people relax while they are in the area and not to rush them? 

 

1.5.  Significant of the study 

 

The highlight of this research is peoples’ feelings and the way they act while observing train 

stations’ outdoors as their first view of the city as well as the last one. Considering how it effects 

them and makes them remember that site. It is about how the city is introducing itself to either 

tourists or locals. There is, the focus on city’s sensory landscape and its emotional and 

psychological impact. These invisible, soft, intangible and less definable assets become more 

important in every day planning. 

 

In this research, main focus is about the functionality of the space and the effects on the people. 

Although there have been researches on the train stations, but all of them have had either only 

one case study or considered all the elements of the stations, indoors and outdoors, as well as the 

railways itself. But our main focus is on the public area outside the train stations which connect 

the building to the city. 

 

1.6.  Organization of Thesis 

 

The presented thesis is about outdoor design of train stations and is organized into five chapters. 

Blow are the brief explanation of each chapter. 

 

Chapter one is the introduction chapter and is the summary of the entire thesis, and will provide 

a complete guidance to the research that carried out. Different sections have been explained in 

this chapter such as the overview of the thesis and its aim, the objectives and the questions of the 

thesis and its significance. 

 

Chapter Two is the literature review of the thesis. It explains the history of design and urban 

development, as well as the public space. There have been some case studies reviewed in this 
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chapter which helps to collect the factors that is needed for our assessment easier. Different areas 

that should be appraise in this thesis will be explicated by the researcher, so it is possible to 

understand all the meanings and factors related to this study under the aegis of this chapter 

completely.  

 

Chapter Three explains the methodologies used by the researcher to achieve the goals of the 

research. In this chapter we can see the declaration of the characteristics which been used for this 

thesis. Such as going through the case studies also visiting them, visual impact assessment through 

each of the areas and collecting these data as well as analyzing them. And the last but not the least 

the method to compare the data for coming up to the best result has been explained.  

 

Chapter four shows the result. This chapter is one of the main chapters in this thesis which 

connects the studies have been done along chapter one till three to the aims of our study and the 

next chapter which is about the analyzing the results of this part. This chapter demonstrated to the 

analysis of different train stations which have been studies and the way they function. After that 

the comparison among them between each evaluated factor. 

 

Chapter Five as the final chapter of this thesis reflects the results and discussing their positive 

and negative attributes and coming up with the conclusion that shows the reasons of haw each 

factor of the public area of train station should be presented so in the future designs should be 

kept in mind. Along that is the recommendation for the future studies that what can bee done in 

addition as future research and work. 

 

1.7. Thesis Structure 

 

Typologies and steps provide a frame and understanding of subject area, history of the 

development of the idea, methodologies and solutions. (Allmendinger, 2009) The analytical 

framework shows the process of the thesis. (See Figure 1) 
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Figure 1. Analytical framework describing thesis structure. (By author) 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1. Introduction 

 

This research is about how people interact in open spaces and their functions towards various 

situations in different locations but same content (train stations). People and how they feel is a 

crucial resource, they support the well being of the city. (Landry, 2008) Humans get inspired in 

action of seeing other people interact and communicate in an area. This subjects concern about 

the most important matter in life: people. Which means how to deal with their point of view and 

emotions toward living in a city and observing an area. (Gehl, 2006) 

 

By knowing so, the character of outdoor activities and human behaviour is influenced by physical 

planning of the area. Nowadays, train stations are part of the cityscape and every small city 

around the world at least has on station. As it has been point out earlier, there are other types of 

stations such as bus terminals but trains are the typical fast way of connections through national 

and international routes.  

 

On this chapter we will go through the ideology of the urban planning through time, and the 

history of the public space design. We will see the development of trains through time and their 

stations. And after all this knowledge we will explore the case studies which have been done 

about this matter and give some well designed outdoor space design of train stations around the 

world. 

 

2.2. Urban planning ideology 

 

The needs of city dwellers for recreation are set by the urban planning norms. (Matovnikov & 

Matovnikova. 2016) Physical environment always influences outdoor activities. This makes it 

important for us to acknowledge the extends of urban planning principles and architectural trends 

in different periods of history that have effected outdoor activities. 
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The definition of the city in a common sense are the buildings, streets and squares gathering. The 

streets based on liner patterns while the squares are based on a wide area letting the eyes survey 

the area. In Europe, most historical spaces still exist which made it easier to study. As they are 

still in use it is accessible to evaluate them through time and get a uniform out to them. They 

evolved through medieval times Renaissance and baroque were the early phase of 

industrialization. Through romanticism garden cities were developed. After all the 

functionalistic, automobile-dominated cities on the past fifty years are manifold. Through these 

studies we will can manage to see a city is based on the renaissance, or the one related to the 

functionalism movement. (Gehl, 2006) By knowing this reasons, we will briefly go through the 

main four deferent stages of planning through time. 

 

2.2.1. The Middle Ages  

 

The historical origins of urban planning as we know today which is on the paper as professional 

began in the Renaissance. There were planning in late- medieval times in Greek and Raman 

cities, but in a small scale and between 500-1500AD there were no planning all and the cities 

were built through a direct city building process by the residents which often took hundreds of 

years. In this time the city was not a goal itself rather a tool formed by use. (Gehl, 2006) The 

vernacular form of early cities was response to practical problems of shelter and security. 

(Hough, 2004) so for the medieval builders, building town on ‘picturesque’ view on top of the 

hill or at the bend of the river, for protecting it against the enemies, was the reason to put squares, 

streets and the buildings like that. (Carver, 1979) 

 

2.2.2. The Renaissance 

 

After middle ages there were two main radical changes in city planning. First change took place 

during Renaissance which exactly was the time that related to changes from the free development 

of cities to planned city, by gathering a group of professionals to evolve theories and ideas for 

the cities. The most important basis of city planning in this era were visual expression of the city. 

(Gehl,2006) Florence was the first city based on this planning. (Giedion, 1941) 

 

2.2.3. Functionalism 

 

The second rapid change named functionalism, was during 1930. The most concern issue during 

this phase was the physical-function rather than aesthetics. The basics for this aspect was the 
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development the medical knowledge during 1800s till the past decades of twentieth century. The 

planners at this time were concerned more about the health of people which made them design 

the dwellings with more light, air, sun and ventilation for its residents. The psychological and 

social aspects and public spaces was not mentioned in functional approach. Though the streets 

and squares were clear unwanted and the paths, roads and grass lawns take their place. We could 

clearly see this type of planning in the illustrations of Le Corbusier. (Gehl, 2006, Le 

Corbusier,1948) this period can be called as “desert planning” because all the transportation was 

with cars, there where no connection and activity between residents. Main characters of the city 

of that time were great distance between people, events and functions. (Cullen, 1961) 

 

2.2.4. Modernism 

 

Space patterns in modern cities are radically different from the past and is the production of 

market forces, transportation systems and design ideology. It made open plazas turn to towers 

which are either sun blocking and hot inside all the time or making shadows and colder climate 

other side, and always have windswept on the streets next to it, or parking lots, highways and 

vacant sites. There are aesthetically spaces that developed as parks, recreational spaces and play 

grounds that are surrounded with turf, asphalt and chain-links. (Hough, 2004) 

 

Nowadays, a direct communication and interact with people is replaced with indirect electronic 

communication by telephone and smart devices. The feeling that something is missing made 

people to protests around the world, where people demanded for basic things such as a developed 

pedestrian walk or bicycle way and in general a better framework in social community functions. 

All these lead to the new generation of planners and architects that changed street life and urban 

face based on new demands. All the changes in the society such as the job environments, 

technology, peoples concern, can be reflected on the city life pattern. The automobile rush in the 

streets have changed to pedestrian ways all around the world. We can also see that everyday 

activities have also changed among people, public space in cities are being used more than before 

and the demands of having a perfect life in the streets of the city is rising every day. (Gehl, 2006) 

Modernization is the most increasing control over external and internal nature. (Bell, et al, 2012) 

 

It must be notice that the physical framework influences the public actions and interactions and 

also the physical framework itself can be designed by those actions which even architects could 

not have predicted. Such as walking on the grass for a long time and making a new pedestrian 

path.  
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2.3. Urban Assets 

 

City scape and city planning is all about the urban assets. All the quality of urbanization and its 

public space, streets, buildings relays on urban assets, good city making is about maximizing 

them. They resources can be: 

 

 Hard material and tangible, or soft and intangible; 

 Real and visible, or symbolic and invisible 

 countable, quantifiable and calculable, or related to perceptions and images. 

 

In 1950, 80 per cent of the assets in the city were based on tangible assets such as materials, real 

states and inventories, though today that has dropped to 50% and the rest are intangible assets. 

Nowadays, urban planners now how much their implication and need to be calculated in planning 

and design. (Landry, 2008) 

 

Ignorer to improving the area, we have to consider both hard and soft infrastructure. Soft 

infrastructure includes paying attention to how people can meet, exchange ideas and network. It 

forces the urban design to consider developing communication between people. Planning this 

kind of areas consider how to give a good atmosphere, they usually are combing with greenery 

and cafe and other quite places all with great attention to aesthetics. We should be aware of 

negative potentials, and effects of ugliness and soulless areas and how they reduce peoples’ 

functions and energy. 

 

In a city scale, transport system recognised as tangible, but just by considering the transport 

system itself and special public space in front of the train stations, they have all the categories 

above. These are the main concentration in this research, evaluating them based on the field 

research and visual impact assessment shows their potential level and well-designed. 

 

2.4. Functions of Human Senses Towards the Environment 

 

Being familiar with human senses and how they function in the environment helps the designers 

and urban planners to design all forms of outdoor spaces. Most important senses in human 

function by eyes, ears and nose which connects them to the outside world. They make us 
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connected to the distance receptor as well as the objects and environment around us. (Hall, 1966) 

a brief description of how each section works is below. 

 

2.4.1. Seeing: One of the rudest functional sins it the sight. One can see other people from 0.5 

to 1 kilometre distance depending on the background, light, and the movement of the 

items.  

2.4.2. Smelling: This sense has almost a limited range about a distance less than 1 meter. 

Although strong odors such as perfume can be felt from 2-3m, as the odor gets stranger, 

further distance can feel it. 

2.4.3. Hearing: This sense has a great function range. A distance for a conversation is up to 7m, 

and as the voice gets louder the distance can be wider.  

 

So the most senses human use along this way are mostly seeing and the sense of sight, hearing 

and after other senses as smelling or touching are used. There for the events and views that are 

eye catching bust be in the level of the view such as exhibitions or designs. (Gehl, 2006) 

 

2.5. Public space 

 

Public space is a generally open area and accessible to people. (Kozloca & Kozlov, 2017) As the 

name suggests, they are spaces where anyone regardless of race, age, income or gender can 

partake in a variety of activities. (Sadeghiyan & Vardanyan, 2015) Entire public sphere in the 

outdoors and its tremendously diverse functional areas need to welcome all people without 

restriction. (Berlin Senate Department for Urban Development Communication,2011) They are 

built with the intention to serve the common good and to be accessible and shared by all. Public 

area is an environment where aspects and functions of life are played out. (Sadeghiyan & 

Vardanyan, 2015) All the spaces such as public library, parks, roads and side walks with 

pavements, square and etc. are all counted as public space. The term “public space” is also used 

as ‘gathering place’. which is an element of larger concept of social space in urban geography.  

 

One of the public space factor is that it is free of charge and there is no ticket required for entering. 

In Nordic countries like Norway, Sweden, Finland and also Estonia, all nature areas are 

considered public space, due to a law, the allemansrätten (freedom to roam) 1.  

                                                 
1 The freedom to roam, or "everyman's right", is the general public's right to access certain public or privately owned land for recreation 

and exercise. The right is sometimes called the right of public access to the wilderness or the "right to roam”. In Scotland, the Nordic 

countries, the Baltic countries and the Central European countries of Austria, Czech Republic and Switzerland, it takes the form of 

general public rights which are sometimes codified in law. The access is ancient in parts of Northern Europe and has been regarded as 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recreation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exercise
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scotland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nordic_countries
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nordic_countries
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baltic_countries
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_Europe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Austria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Czech_Republic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Switzerland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Northern_Europe
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The quality of public spaces is measured by the scale of pedestrians. Spaces that are easily 

accessible, easy to cross and/or inviting to sit, rest, wander are bursting with visitors, shoppers, 

traders and local residents (see variety of occupants/occupation). Spaces not providing those 

characteristics don't burst. (Viljeon, et al, 2005) 

 

The main difference between a ‘Public Park’ and ‘Public Square’ according to Levy (2012) is 

that “on a square, citizens are not connected to manifestation of nature, but to the heart of urban 

culture, history and memory”. public squares are part of transport system, they are the 

intersection, waiting and gathering points for both vehicle traffic and pedestrian. (Memluk, 2013) 

Though, it is possible for us to assume that open space in front of train stations in some cities 

encounter as square, such as Milan, Italy.  

 

2.5.1. Public Open Space (POS) 

 

Open spaces are part of public space which provides the ‘breathing’ in a dense urban 

environment. It promotes opportunities to engage in outdoor activities, access nature, enjoy 

scenic views, and experience the ecosystem of cities. (Mamyan, et al, 2016) POS can be publicly 

or privately owned, and are freely accessible. (Van Hecke, et al, 2018) The diagram below 

indicate the main structure which should be considers in POS design. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. diagram of POS design structure 

                                                 
sufficiently basic that it was not formalised in law until modern times. However, the right usually does not include any substantial 

economic exploitation, such as hunting or logging, or disruptive activities, such as making fires and driving off-road vehicles. 
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2.6. Types of Activities in Public Open Space 

 

Designers always been more concerned with creating attractive settings for people to live, work 

and play. (Bell, 2005) The effects of fast changing economic and social conditions have 

increasingly become significant on how people use and shape their environment. (Memluk, 2013) 

There is a close relationship between outdoor quality and outdoor activities, as the fist one grows 

the second one also grows stronger. In addition, we should completely know the types of 

activities to be aware how to design the area. There are three types of outdoor activities and 

public spaces according to Gehl. These categories are: necessary activities, optional activities 

and social activities. Each of which places have different demands and structures on the physical 

environment. 

 

2.6.1. Necessary Activities: includes the compulsory activities such as going to school or 

work, shopping, waiting for a bus or a person and etc. In other words, they are activities involving 

participants. In general, it contains everyday tasks and pastimes. These activities will take pace 

under nearly all conditions through the year and the participants have choice. 

 

2.6.2. Optional Activities: they are those activities that people participate if they wish to do 

something and it depends on time and the place, such as taking a walk to get a fresh air or siting 

and sunbathing. They are connected to physical planning and their conditions. When outdoor 

areas are poor quality, only strictly necessary activities occur. In this case we can see people are 

even running to their homes or work. 

 

 

2.6.3. Social Activities: are those activities that rely on people interact in public spaces. The 

occurs when at least two people Such as children running around and communicating with others, 

people greeting, conversations, or simply seeing and hearing other people. There are many social 

activity times such as indoors, in a garden and everything else but the main focus is on the ones 

in public spaces. They accuse spontaneously just based on people knowing each other.  

 

Life in the cities and public spaces is interaction of all these activities not just people walking or 

biking. Desirable conditions of each category makes people to be able to take pleasure in space, 

life and building, to be able to meet other people, to be able to enjoy their moment and have their 
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own sense of the place, these are fundamental to good cities and good building projects. They 

are modest demand for a better framework for every day activities. 

 

2.7. Factors of Designing Public Open Spaces 

 

As it has been noticed, the different outdoor activities shape the various interaction among 

people. The basic activities do happen outdoors as part of almost all the activities are walking, 

standing, sitting, talking and hearing. We should consider this general demand while designing 

and open space. 

 

2.7.1. Walking: Walking demands space, people need their own free wheal to be possible 

to walk around and feel free in most directions. On designing paths and spaces to walk we should 

also consider the disable people and how to help them to move as well. 

 

2.7.2.  Standing: Standing activities show some large motion of characteristic of large 

number of activities in open space. They are mostly functional such as waiting, stopping to look 

for something or someone, stopping for the red light. The short time stopping does not influence 

the environment around but the long ones such as talking to a friend which is more or less a 

necessary action. It is common to stand in a transitional zone, which is the connection between 

the two space. So it means while designing the outdoor space of train stations we must keep this 

detail in mind that there will be people standing in front of entrance and around the facade all the 

time and how we must manage them for not blocking the views or the path of others. 

 

2.7.3.  Sitting: In all the public spaces in cities, sitting has a big role. Of course this activity 

has also its own demands such as enough space and facilities. This activity only takes place when 

external condition such as climate is desirable and acceptable so they desire careful planning. 

They must have good views to the surroundings and at least proceed a place for people to sit. 

They can be benches and share or part of a landscape such as multipurpose elements, i.e. flower 

boxes with wide edge for people to sit on. There are also seasonal sittings in open spaces such as 

cafes and restaurants chairs. 

 

2.7.4. Seeing, Hearing and Talking: One of the factors in designing open space is that 

people be able to see surroundings, the light should be considered in this matter that how the 

lightning elements and street lamps are places how to help people to see around. In the city scape 

we can always here people talking, automobiles, traffic, music and even if there is a building 
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under structure around the area, all this sound will be noticed specially when you are going to 

the place for the first time. 

 

When you go out of a train station you will hear, see, walk, stand and all the different things and 

you will notice that location of how it is designed and paid attention to it.  

 

2.8. Considering Basic Differences Between Our Study Locations 

 

There are many items that shapes the train stations area based on their location. After considering 

those factors, we must assess the place and Grade them. Without doing so there will be no 

understanding of the place so there will not be a good functional plan for it. 

 

2.8.1. Train Station Types 

 

Based on the rail tracks there are two possibilities of having a train station. 

1. End of railway:  In this case the last destination of the trains will be the station itself. And 

base on how the building is designed we might have a chance to have a wider area, all 3 sides 

(the 4th side are the rail tracks) for our designs and developments. (see Figure 3) 

Figure 3. Plan of the stations positioned at the end of the tracks (By author) 
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2. Along the railway: In this case train station is parallel to the train tracks and the train are able 

to pass through the location. Although this will be the central station bud the station in this 

type is a stop along the way. Depending on the station area is coincided both sides of the 

tracks or only one side, we will have different chances in our planning process. (Figure 4) In 

this position there can be islands in middle of the tracks as platforms, it is shown on figure 5 

as section, they can also be connected by underground tunnels like in Copenhagen central 

station.  

Figure 4. Stations that are built along the railway (By author) 

Figure 5. The section of train stations positioned along the way with island platforms (By author) 
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2.8.2. Climate  

  

What we should consider in designing an open space is climate of the location. Northern Europe 

is mostly cold and sunless during the year specially in the winter time such as Scandinavian 

countries. This makes is difficult for people to spend time outdoors. While in southern parts of 

Europe the weather is warmer and there is more sun, so more people are whiling to pass their 

time outdoors. 

 

2.8.3. Indoor and Outdoor Activities 

  

Whether the station is located in southern part of Europe or Northern part, there might be more 

activities happening indoors of the station Cush as cafes, restaurants, meeting pointsand etc.  but 

we must keep in mind one of the main resigns for this assembling is that as always planners and 

architects felt to design only the buildings of the stations and they considered outdoors just as a 

running away point to the main destination. In fact, this takes us to the out standing point of this 

thesis which focus is more about the outdoor designs. 

 

So during the research we must consider the activities take place inside of the station and whether 

or not they could be take place outside as well. 

 

2.8.4. History of the Building 

 

During the studies a brief knowledge about the history of each place helps us to have a better 

background. For example, it helps us to know if there were any wide space in front of the station 

in pass that was wiped away during the urban development process such as in Roma Termini, 

Italy. Or based on the architecture and facade of the building we can redevelop the outdoors, for 

example Helsinki central station which is one of the few grand stations in the world that embody 

an art nouveau. 

 

2.8.5. Understanding the Areas Dynamics 

 

This includes understanding the characteristics of the area. (Landry, 2008) how they are linked 

to gather and function in the best way. For better understanding we must find the connection 

between them and the way they process. So it will be easy to detect falls in which area. 
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2.9. Train Station  

 

Station strictly defined as a place in the rail system where a trip begins or ends, or where 

passengers switching between modes, so to say transportation switching mode point. 

(Stationhandbok, 2013) In this section we will go through the train history and their statistics 

today so we will have a complete understanding of the main focus of this thesis is train stations 

and their function. 

 

2.9.1. History of Railway and Railway Stations 

 

Railways: Evidence indicates that there was 6 to 8.5 km long Diolkos paved track way, which 

transported boats across the Isthmus of Corinth in Greece from around 600 BC. (Verdelis,1957, 

Cook, 1979) The Diolkos was in use for over 650 years, until at least the 1st century AD. (Lewis, 

2001) The paved track ways were also later built in Roman Egypt. (Lewis, 2001) 

 

 The Stockton and Darlington Railway (S&DR) was a railway company that operated in north-

east England from 1825 to 1863, they were the world's first public railway to use steam 

locomotives. (Kirby, 2002) The 1955 Modernisation Plan, known formally as the "Modernisation 

and Re-Equipment of the British Railways", was published in December 1954. With the aim of 

increasing speed and reliability steam trains were replaced with electric and diesel traction. 

(British Transport Commission, 1954) From 1954 Diesel Multiple Units took over passenger 

services in the north east except those on the ECML. (Hoole,1974)  

 

Although high-speed steam and diesel services were started before 1960s in Europe, they were 

not very successful. The first electrified high-speed rail Tōkaidō Shinkansen was introduced in 

1964 between Tokyo and Osaka in Japan. Since then high-speed rail transport, functioning at 

speeds up and above 300 km/h, has been built in Japan, Spain, France, Germany, Italy, the 

People's Republic of China, Taiwan (Republic of China), the United Kingdom, South Korea, 

Scandinavia, Belgium and the Netherlands.  

 

Railway Stations: The world's first recorded railway station was “The Mount” on the Oyster 

Mouth Railway (later to be known as the Swansea and Mumbles) in Swansea, Wales, (Hughes, 

1990) which began passenger service in 1807, although the trains were horse-drawn rather than 

by locomotives. (Mumbles Railway, 2015) 
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Liverpool and Manchester Railway, were first stations in the modern sense and opened in 1830. 

(Moss,2007) 

 

We will go again through a brief train history of each country that we will assess on the next 

chapter of this thesis. 

 

2.9.2. Train Statistics 

 

Train statistics show the numbers of passengers traveling by train through EU. This makes us 

understand the importance of this topic. 

 

The Railway Passenger Transport Statistics takes a look at recent annual and quarterly statistics 

on rail passenger transport in the European Union (EU). After a period of sustained growth, rail 

transport performance in passenger-kilometres started to feel the effects of the economic crisis 

at the beginning of 2009. Rail passenger transport nevertheless remained less affected than rail 

freight transport, and registered a recovery from 2010 onwards. A steady growth was observed 

between 2011 and 2016, with a growth in each quarter of these six years compared with the same 

quarter of the previous year. (Eurostat Statistics, 2017) 

 

In 2014 there were around 1 million kilometres of railway in the world (a decrease of 3% 

compared to 2013). Of this, 350,000 km were in Europe and mainly used for passenger service, 

370,000 km were in North America and mainly used for freight, and 230,000 km were in Asia 

and used for both freight and passenger service. In America and Europe, there are many low cost 

airlines and motorways which compete with rail for passenger traffic, while Asia has seen a large 

growth in high-speed rail with 257 bn/km representing 72% of total world high-speed rail 

passenger traffic. (Railway Statistics, 2015) 

 

Based on quarterly figures, rail passenger transport performance at EU-28 level continued to 

increase by 5 billion passenger-kilometres between 2015 and 2016 (+1.1 %). 

This increase was mainly influenced by the first and the last quarters of 2016 (+1.6 % and +1.8 % 

respectively compared to the corresponding quarters of the previous year). The second and third 

quarters also showed a positive trend when comparing with the corresponding quarters of the 

previous year (+0.5 % and +0.7 %respectively). The transport of passengers by metro, tram 

and/or light rail is excluded. (Eurostat Statistics, 2017) 
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2.10. International Case Studies 

 

On this section we will review some of international case studies about our topic, which will give 

us a wider view of where we are standing right now and helps us along our project. 

 

2.10.1. Train Stations as Places for Community Wellbeing, Australia, 2006 

 

This project was a research based which help on Melbourne, Australia. In 2002 VicHealth 

developed focus on enhancement of the built environment in order to promote health and 

wellbeing. A range of local governments were resourced to undertake “place making” activity 

with some of this work being connected to public transport facilities. in 2006 VicHealth 

commissioned development of a scoping paper focusing on existing arts practice designed to 

develop railway stations as community hubs. (Wellbeing, 2006) 

 

Train stations are piece of infrastructure in a community and a key public space. They are vital 

to many people to enable them to engage in work and social commitments. For young people and 

those without cars they can be essential in reducing their social isolation and ability to maintain 

community links. Unfortunately for many people they are also places mixed with feelings of fear 

and frustration. This document investigates the possibility of railway stations becoming places 

that are inclusive, safe, facilitate social inclusion and cohesion and contribute to the development 

of strong communities. (Wellbeing, 2006) 

 

Main issues that considered in this project were: 1) Investigating the relationship between 

community cultural development, railways stations and community wellbeing, 2) showcasing 

current cultural activity designed to enhance railway stations in order to increase public transport 

utilisation and 3) considering the many social, economic and environmental issues that contribute 

to successful ‘place making’ railway stations. For doing do, the main issues effecting the public 

perception towards railway stations in this study were: 1) safety, Crime, violence and anti-social 

behaviour at train stations and their surroundings, 2) Poor built environment and urban design, 

3) Lack of a comprehensive cross-government policy on station environments, 4) Lack of 

funding for development of these facilities, 5) Communication difficulties between stakeholders, 

and last but not least 6) Privatisation of the rail system. (Wellbeing, 2006) 

 

For approaching best results, first they have listed the items to combat this factors and achieve 

the purpose which were: 
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 reduce vandalism 

 increase feelings of security for passengers 

 reduce car dependence 

 increase civic pride and engagement 

 take pressure off city parking 

 increase incidental exercise 

 provide viable options for people without access to vehicles; 

 create community environments which are safe and responsive to community needs.  

 

For getting the best result they went through Victorian policy makers, regulations, International 

projects such as England and US, as well as national projects in Australian (See Table 1) and 

Melbourne itself.  After all the studies their result was “community art” through place making in 

the area. Which means focuses on developing public spaces into places that have meaning for 

people, give them pleasure to be in, and that resonate with feeling and memory (Yencken, 1995). 

The community art includes approving the place with peoples’ involvement, such as community 

gardens, art galleries, drawings and paintings. (Wellbeing, 2006) 

 

All in all, what we can understand from this case study is, by making people contribute in the 

area, the level of crime will decrease and the stations will be safer. Place making such as arts and 

art works are a key matter. 
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Table 1. Summary of Art and Community Engagement Projects (Wellbeing, 2006) 
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2.10.2. Thinking Beyond the Train Station, Sweden, 2014 

 

This project is the master thesis of Olga Borfileva, in Stockholm 2014. The title is “THINKING 

BEYOND THE TRAIN STATION, NEW CONCEPT OF TRAIN STATION AS A PART OF 

SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE”. The idea of given thesis is to think beyond the train station as 

something that can bring people together and become a destination and linking points between 

suburbs than being just the transportation changing mode or transit spot.  The focus of this project 

is building community around train stations based on producing social and cultural environment 

for next generations. 

 

As author in this project things as well, having a worldwide discourse it is possible to notice that 

historically since 19th century when the first passenger train stations have been introduced the 

station concept have been changing during next centuries. From the beginning the train stations 

have such facilities as waiting hall, ticket kiosks and rarely a café. All platforms had only one 

single function to take and send away the passengers. They were intended mostly for waiting for 

the train, some of them had a small trade activity. (Borfileva, 2014) 

 

As cities were growing, central stations were built or transformed into bigger structures with 

wide range of facilities but usually fulfilling main commercial functions as for example 

Stockholm Central. Since new suburbs were also developing the question of public transportation 

became significant and the commuter trains were a good alternative to provide people flow from 

far away.  

Nowadays commuter train stations have different architecture but still similar facilities to the 

train stations of 19th century. (Borfileva, 2014) 

 It is known that in terms of rapidly growing population in big cities and regions municipalities 

encourage residents to commute mainly by public transportation in order to reduce car traffic that 

contributes to the environment pollution. Stockholm County is not the exception. (Borfileva, 

2014) 

 

Based on this project the key to get a multipurpose community gathering concept, which is named 

community hubs, is integration. This can mean both integration of services, programmes and 

activities within a multipurpose community space or the integration of a range of activity 

generating uses including community and cultural facilities, shops, transport, parks and plazas. 

(Borfileva, 2014) 
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For getting the best result based on this research, we must analyse the facilities and activities 

around the area and the way they are connected to each other so we can have a complete overall 

view in our future strategies. 

 

2.11. Summary  

 

Through this chapter we have learned the basics of the urban design, Public Open Space (POS) 

and the importance of train stations in every day life. After researching and studying all the 

relevant documents, and the case studies in the last section, we can understand the importance of 

this topic. 

Train stations are part of urban through the past decides and dwellings see those area as a part of 

their city, although in most cased they feel unsafe, or rushed. So by having this knowledge we 

can wisely understand where we are standing and what we should research about to understand 

the important factors in designing and developing outdoors of train stations.  
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1. Introduction 

 

Railways and transition lines, canals and highways provide considerable potential for urban space 

by consuming enormous quantity of lands. (Carter, 1966) As it has been described the aim of this 

research is to find the problem in development of train stations areas base on their designs through 

visual assessment and field study, and after compare same elements in deferent locations to 

gather to find the best idea in each item and have it as our own base structure through future 

designs. For more understanding it is better to know a complete understanding of the 

methodology of this research.  

 

3.2. Research Design and Process  

 

 

Figure 6. The Research Process (By author)  

 

As we can see on the diagram of this thesis process (See Figure 6), the methodology that leads 

to our results has took place in four stages. The following will be the description of the 

methodology has been used in each stage. 
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3.3. Site Selection 

 

In this thesis we have collected countries among 28 European Union (EU) countries. Due to the 

fact that these locations not only have diverse designs, but also the researcher was located in 

Europe and these destinations were easier to reach.  On the case study of this thesis, we focused 

on capital cities in Europe. They have been chosen because they are the main entrance of the 

country and work as a gate. They have national routes, inner city paths, international routes, as 

well as line to international airport. This means they have a lot more people visiting these station 

than other ones around the country.  

 

Though, we have capital cities of 10 countries around Europe with different layout and history. 

These countries are:  

 

1. Three Baltic countries: Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania  

2. Three Scandinavian (Nordic) countries: Sweden, Finland, Denmark 

3. One southern Europe: Italy 

4. Two Western-North Europe: Netherlands, France 

5. One central Europe: Germany 

 

3.4. Field Study 

 

All the stations in each capital city of the country have been physically studied by the researcher, 

main method used in this phase was visual assessment which contained notes and pictures.  

 

3.4.1. Notes and pictures 

 

The notes were based on the elements and characteristics of them in the site and the pictures 

where trying to show the views as a person sees the outdoor of the train station for the first time. 

So we took one paranormal view from the entrance door faced outside the station, and other 

pictures were about showing the roads   leading to the site, and other characters in the area. 

 

3.4.2. Visual Assessment 

 

Evaluating and expressing indicates can result a successful and cost-effective developments, and 

can reduce the time required for design and the assessment. Visual assessment is on of the best 
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ways to gave us a perfect over view from the condition of the area. It us related to the visual 

effects, which that is also related to the items and elements in the environment, their 

characteristics and functions. (Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, 2007) 

 

Landscape character assessment process can rise the appreciation, what makes the landscape 

distinctive and the important elements in the area. It can increase our understanding about the site. 

It improves our knowledge about the form, patterns and elements there. Thus urban landscape 

might be poor condition with no special interest but it has values for local people and it might 

have a high function such as a small pocket park among the buildings. (Guidelines for Landscape 

and Visual Impact Assessment, 2007) 

 

In addition, for having a better judgment about the elements and factors in the landscape in rapid 

visual analysis it is better to go to the area with out a background knowledge and image, so all the 

evaluation will be pure and out of any prejudgments, as we did in our study. 

 

3.4.3. Place mapping and behavioural mapping 

 

 

Engagement with public domain is an important part of interaction with people and developing 

public behaviour. public space offers a key environment for this matter to civilians. For many 

people public space is a stage for performance and contest, where a development sense of self-

identify id reared out in relation to their peers and other members of society (Travoul, 2003; Ward 

Thompson et al., 2004)  

 

The role of urban landscape designer in achieving this anchor and provide high quality public 

spaces that offer more than a merely pleasing physical environment. For doing so, the field 

analysis will be used for place mapping and behavioural mapping. Behaviour setting is an 

ecological unit where physical environment and behaviour are indissolubly connected in time and 

space. (Robin, et al., 2007)  

 

So for getting the best result, we have monitored movement and behaviour of the people in each 

case study as well as the elements and their function which lead to the place mapping, by drawing, 

taking videos and recording voices of the researcher’s analysis. 
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3.5. Data Analysis  

 

Through landscape visual assessment we can evaluate the area based on the factors we have listed 

before and grade them. The grading method is based on the quality of the landscape which is 

described on the table 2 will be scores from 0 to 5. (Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact 

Assessment, 2007) 

 
Table 2. Determination of value in the assessment (By author) 

 Rate of  Grading 

V
a

lu
e 

o
f 

th
e 

G
ra

d
es

 1 2 3 4 5 

Poor Very Poor Medium High Very high 

 

 

3.6. Getting Results 

 

After evaluating all the factors in every case studies, firstly, we will compare each factor with 

the behavioural map and place mapping and analyse all the grading based on them and see the 

falls in each case study. Secondly, compare each factor in all the countries through Microsoft 

Excel and come up with charts so it will be easier to get a conclusion that which factor is the best 

among them and why. 

 

3.7. Summary 

 

Methodology of the study is one of the important factors through the research process. The way 

we gather the data and process them is how we can get to the best results, and by having a 

complete understanding of it, we well have the best outcome in the study.  

 

In this thesis our methods step by step are: selecting countries around EU, visiting the central 

stations in their capitals, rapid visual assessment by taking pictures from different angle in human 

eyes level, taking notes of the area, grading all the data and factors afterwards, and last but not 

least comparing the value of each factors among all the locations through Microsoft Excel.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS 

 

4.1. Introduction 

 

Through this thesis we have gathered all the knowledge and factors that must be considered for 

getting the best result. All of them come in hand for this part of our research. In this chapter 

indicates: 

 Overview to the history of each location 

 Factors that will be valued during our assessments in each location 

 The over all analysis of each region 

 Selecting the data and compering them through all the locations one by one 

 

4.2. History of the Study Areas 

 

For knowing how we should design and plan the space, we should have a complete knowledge 

of the area. (Wilkinson, 2006) by all means, in a better view, we must know the history of the 

area and than connect the solutions to those routes. Hereby, we go through a brief history of each 

country and their capital city. 

 

4.2.1. Tallinn, Estonia 

 

 Railway History of the Country:  

The history of rail transport in Estonia starts in 1870, in Russian empire era, when a line was 

built and opened connecting Paldiski, Tallinn, Tapa and Narva; the line extending all the way to 

St. Petersburg in Russia and Warsaw, Poland. (Eesti Raudtee, 2007) The construction project 

was controlled by the Russian Ministry of Roads. (Jänes, 2006) One consequence of the new 

independence was that the railway architecture did not have to follow the imperial style set out 

in St. Petersburg. Architectural trends that time followed Estonia, with neo-baroque styles with 

romantic, vernacular elements giving way to functionalist architecture in the 1930s. (Jänes, 2006) 

During world war two many infrastructure was destroyed and many stations buildings became, 

neo-classicist style (Stalinist architecture). (Jänes, 2006) Starting in 1957, steam locomotives 

began to be replaced by diesel locomotives. (Eesti Raudtee, 2007) 
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Estonia began moving towards a second independence in 1988, and by 1991 was recognised as 

an independent state. On 1 January 1992 Eesti Raudtee (EVR) came into being as a state owned 

company. (Eesti Raudtee, 2007) As part of a privatisation plan EVR became Estonian Railways 

Ltd. in 1997 with the state controlling 100% of the shares. This chart reduces through time, but 

on 2007 EVR became 100% state owned again. (Juchnewitsch,1999) 

 

In 2004 Estonia joined the European union. For rail transport this has clear consequences, an EU 

directive of 1991 (EU Directive 91/440) suggested the separation of railway operation structure 

into track, and train operators with the intention of encouraging or allowing new railway 

operators to be able to run trains on other companies tracks ("de-monopolisation or railways") 

 

 Balti jaam, Tallinn:  

Balti jaam which means Baltic Station is the name of the central station in Tallinn. (See Figure 

7) The first railway station in Tallinn was built at the end of the 1860s as part of a 400 km long 

St. Petersburg-Tallinn-Paldiski railway line. The first main building was completed in 1870. It 

was a 2-story building constructed from limestone with tower like extrusions. During World War 

II in 1941, the station building was set on fire by the Red Army and shortly after the war in 1945, 

it was partly renovated. During 1960-1966, the station was completely reconstructed. Since the 

1990s, the commuter trains 20x20m waiting pavilion has been used as a market. In 2005, the 

station building was completely renewed. (Tallinn Encyclopaedia, 2004)  

 

Figure 7. Tallinn Central Station, Tallinn, Estonia (Wikimedia)  
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4.2.2. Riga, Latvia 

 

 Railway History of the Country:  

The history of rail transport in Latvia began with the construction in 1860 of a railway from 

Pytalovo to Dinaburg (now Daugavpils), 160 km in length, as part of the Saint Petersburg-

Warsaw Railway. More intensive development of railways in Latvia commenced the following 

year, 1861, when the 232 km long Riga-Dinaburg railway was opened. It connected with the 

Saint Petersburg-Warsaw Railway, and thus joined the Latvian railways with the Russian rail 

network. For the rest of the second half of the nineteenth century, the intensive construction of 

railways continued. Latvian Railways is the main state-owned railway company in Latvia with 

more than 12,400 employees. It owns 1,933.8 kilometres of 1,520 mm Russian gauge railway 

lines and 33.4 kilometres of 750 mm narrow gauge railway lines in Latvia. (Network Statement, 

2007) 

 

 Riga Central Station:  

Is the main station in Latvia with five railway lines Riga-Skulte, Riga-Lugaži, Riga-Liepãja, 

Riga-Zilube, Riga-Tukums. It also has international trains to Russia and Belarus. Based on its 

central location is the main point of Riga and most public transportation have stops there, and a 

part of the building is a shopping mall. (See Figure 8) 

 

The station was built in 1861 with the project of architect Johann Felsko. It was expanded in 

1885 following the project of Heinrich Scheel. Two separate stations were in operation in 19th 

century, one serving the line to Daugavpils and the other towards Jūrmala. They were joined and 

reconstructed in 1914 and functioned until the 1960s. In 1960 the current station building was 

opened and in 1965, a second one. During the years, the station saw many reconstructions.There 

is a plan to completely remodel the station in conjunction with the Rail Baltica project. A design 

by Danish architectural firms PLH Architects and COWI was selected in March 2017. 
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Figure 8. Riga Central Station, Riga, Latvia (Wikimedia) 

 

4.2.3. Vilnius, Lithuania 

 

 Railway History of the Country: 

Lithuania railway is national, state-owned railway. In 2006 Lithuanian Railways transported 

6.2 million passengers and 50 million tonnes of freight. Oil is the main freight item carried. 

(Railway Operation in Lithuania, 2009) In 1851, the government of Russia made the decision to 

build the Warsaw-Saint Petersburg Railway. The line included a stretch from Daugavpils-

Vilnius-Kaunas-Virbalis which was started in 1858 and finished in 1860. The first railway 

stations in Lithuania were constructed on this line (21 stations). Upon undergoing by Lithuania 

the process of becoming an independent state and handing over the railways to the control of the 

State, Lithuanian railways started a new page of their history. Lithuanian rail management was 

restructured in 1919 and in 1920, the Government for the first time approved rail posts. After 

world war two and collars of Soviet Union in 1990, Lithuania restored its independence. 

Lithuanian Railways became an independent public enterprise managed in a free and independent 

manner in 1992. 

 

The project of laying the European track gauge "Rail Baltica" plays an important role in 

implementing the long-term (by 2025) transport strategy of Lithuania. "Rail Baltica" is going to 

cross the border of Lithuania and Poland as well as the border of Lithuania and Latvia. These 

activities contribute not only to restoration, but also to fundamentally changes of the Lithuanian 

railway infrastructure's properties: line capacity, station capacity, allowable train speeds, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russian_Empire
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weights, and so on. The fast pace of infrastructure renewal and modernization is maintained until 

now. And today we are happy for the works done and the results achieved. (History of Railway 

Infrastructure, 2014) 

 

 Vilnius Central Station 

Lithuania, due to its location is a transit country between west and east. The biggest railway 

station is Vilnius Train Station. In Vilnius the history of “Lithuanian Railways” started when in 

1861 the first locomotive arrived there from Daugpilis. Until end of 19th century there where no 

freelance architecture in Vilnius, so all the designs such as the railway station where designed by 

architects in St.Petersburg, Russia. (Vilnius 1900-2012, 2016) The building was renovated in 

2001. (Vilniaus geležinkelio stotis, 2017) This building also is an architectural monument. The 

station was built in the nineteenth century. (See Figure 9) 

 

The station is located near the Vilnius centre next to Vilnius Bus Stop, which is reachable by 

public transport or taxi. Many buses and trolleybuses will take you to the Vilnius centre just in a 

few minutes. The track between Vilnius Train Station and Vilnius international airport was built 

in 2008. (way2lithuania,2018) 

 

Figure 9. Vilnius Central Station, Vilnius, Lithuania (Wikipedia) 
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4.2.4. Stockholm, Sweden 

 

 Railway History of the Country: 

The first completed public railway in Sweden was the Frykstadbanan, between Frykstad and 

Klara Älvs, in the province of Värmland. It had a track gauge of 1,188 mm and used horses for 

haulage. It was converted to steam operation in 1855. The first railway in Sweden to use steam 

locomotives from the outset was Nora-Ervalla - Örebro railway in Närke, which opened 5 March 

1856, built on standard gauge. Sweden started building railways later than many other European 

countries due to the costs and other issues. The line between Gothenburg and Stockholm 

completed in 1862. There was “The Inland Railway” project from 1907 till 1937 which made it 

possible to go all around Sweden, as well as international ways such as Berlin. (Karl Arne 

Richter, 2011) 

 

Electrification of railways started from 1895. Sweden is the first country in Europe where it was 

tested strategy of separation of infrastructure and services. There was a reform in 1988 which 

divided Statens Järnväger State Railways (SJ) and created a new company Banverket (BV), 

which became the owner of the infrastructure. SJ runs trains and does so on a commercial basis 

without public subsidies. (Sten, 2006, Karl Arne Richter, 2011) 

 

 Stockholm Central Station 

Stochholm central station is situated in the district of Norrmalm at Vasagatan/Central Plan. The 

station opened on 18 July 1871 and it had over 200,000 visitors daily. The architecture to the 

station is Adolf Wilhelm Edelsvärd. (See Figure 10) In 1951 the facade towards Vasagatan was 

changed and given a more simplified look. In 1958 an underground passage to T-Centralen was 

opened. In 2017 the commuter trains moved to a separate station, Stockholm City Station, one 

kilometre away. The station has 19 platforms that goes to close distance such as Uppsala as well 

as long distances. (Culture Trip, 2017) The station has a line to Arlanda international airport, bus 

terminal is next to the station. Also the station is connected to the Metro lines named T- 

Centralen. 
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Figure 10. Stockholm Central Station. Stockholm, Sweden (Wikipedia) 

 

4.2.5. Helsinki, Finland 

 

 Railway History of the Country: 

The history of rail transport in Finland began on 1862, by opening of the railway line between 

Helsinki and Hämeenlinna. Finland was then the Grand Duchy of Finland, a region of Imperial 

Russia. By 1900 most of the future main lines had been constructed, including the line to St. 

Petersburg. (4rail.net, 2010) No real progress was made until March 1867 when Finnish Senate 

proposed the construction of a link, in 1867 the Tsar Alexander II gave a decree ordering its 

construction, stating that the link should be from Riihimäki (station on the Helsinki–Hämeenlinna 

line) to St. Petersburg. Work began in 1868, and was completed by 1870. (Mantere, 2006) 

 

Finnish railway network consists of a total of 5,919 km of railways built with 1,524 mm (5 ft) 

Russian gauge track. Passenger trains are operated by the private state-owned VR Group. They 

serve all the major cities and many rural areas, though railway connections are available to fewer 

places than bus connections.  

 

Finnish railways were electrified in the late 1960s. The first electric trains started to operate on 

26 January 1969 in Helsinki local traffic, initially between Helsinki and Kirkkonummi and 

slowly extending to Riihimäki in 1972. The maximum speed for passenger traffic is 220 km/h 

(140 mph). (Alameri, 1979) 

 

http://4rail.net/
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 Helsinki Central Station 

HEC is the main station for commuter rail and long-distance trains departing from Helsinki, 

Finland. It is "one of the world's great railway terminal buildings, and one of only a few that 

embody an art nouveau aesthetic" (others in this category include Adolphe Dervaux's Gare de 

Rouen-Rive-Droite, Rouen, 1928). (Solomon,2003) The station is used by approximately 

400,000 people per day, of which about 200,000 are passengers. (visit Helsinki, 2011) Helsinki's 

first railway station was built in 1862 to accommodate trains on the Helsinki-Hämeenlinna line, 

päärata. The station's plans were drawn by Swedish architect Carl Albert Edelfelt. However, as 

the popularity of railways grew, the station turned out to be too small, and a contest was organised 

in 1904 with the intention of producing plans for a new station. The new design was finished in 

1909 and the new station building was opened in 1919. (See Figure 11) 

 

The first electric train arrived at the station on 13 January 1969. After testing, regular electric 

train traffic was started between Helsinki and Kirkkonummi on 26 January 1969. (Hesari, 1969) 

The station is mostly clad in Finnish granite, and its distinguishing features are its clock tower 

and the two pairs of statues holding the spherical lamps, lit at night-time, on either side of the 

main entrance. (Glancey, 2014) 

 

Figure 11. Helsinki Central Station, Helsinki, Finland (Wikipedia)  
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4.2.6. Copenhagen, Denmark 

 

 Railway History of the Country: 

Rail Transport in Denmark started 1847 with the opening of a railway line between Copenhagen 

and Roskilde. The Kiel-Altona line in Holstein was completed three years earlier, but the region 

was later lost to the German Confederation in the Second War of Schleswig. (Arriva, 2008) 

The largest railway operator in Denmark is Danske Statsbaner (DSB), Danish State Railways. 

Arriva operates some routes in Jutland, and several other smaller operators provide local services. 

The total length of operational track is 2,667 km, 640 km electrified at 25 kV AC, 946 km double 

track (2008). 508 km is privately owned and operated. Track is standard gauge. (Railway 

Network, 2008) 

 

 Copenhagen Central Station: 

The first railway station in Copenhagen was built in 1847, approximately at the present station 

location. It was made of wood because it was built outside the fortifications where buildings with 

foundations were not allowed. An expansion was soon necessary due to plans to extend the 

railway network in Denmark. A new larger station, designed by H. J. Herholdt, opened in 1864. 

The second station also proved too small, especially because there was only one track leading 

out of the city. It was decided to build a new station. Designed by Heinrich Wenck, the present 

station was finished on December 1911. The station overhauled two times, once in 1980, and the 

second one from 2005 to 2008. (See Figure 12) 

 

This station is the largest railway station in Denmark, although Nørreport Station has a larger 

passenger throughput if urban S-train and Metro services and line for heading to the airport are 

included. Copenhagen Central Station is the hub of the DSB railway network serving Denmark 

and international destinations. It offers InterCity and Express trains services across Denmark, as 

well as services to several international destinations, Direct international trains connect to 

Stockholm, Hamburg and Berlin several times a day. Intercity trains run half-hourly from 

Copenhagen during daytime and serve as a link between the major cities and towns in Denmark, 

including Odense, Aarhus, Aalborg, Esbjerg, Frederikshavn, Thisted and Sønderborg.  

 

The station also services the Copenhagen S-train network, but the S-train system in Copenhagen 

doesn't use any kind of hub at all. It is an urban transit which differs from most Metro systems 

mainly by being a type of railway but it will by mid-2019. At the station are two platforms with 

four tracks that are used by the S-trains only. All other trains usually use the other four platforms 
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and eight tracks. In addition to the original 6 island-platforms and their 12 tracks. (Arriva, 2008) 

 

Figure 12. Copenhagen Central Station, Copenhagen, Denmark (Wikipedia) 

 

4.2.7. Rome, Italy 

 

 Railway History of the Country: 

The Italian railway system is one of the most important parts of the infrastructure of Italy, with 

a total length of 24,227 km (15,054 mi). The first line to be built on the peninsula was the Naples-

Portici line, in the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies, which was 7.640 m long and was inaugurated 

on October 3, 1839, nine years after the world's first "modern" inter-city railway, the Liverpool 

and Manchester Railway. The war of 1866 caused great disruption to the industrial activities, 

including those of the railway companies, which went nearly bankrupt, and a state intervention 

was needed to save them. (La rete oggi, 2010) 

 

Increasing numbers of steam locomotives were replaced by electric or diesel ones; in the 1960s 

also the first unified passenger cars appeared and the first attempts of interoperability with 

foreign companies were started, culminating in the creation of Trans Europe Express services. 

The first high-speed line in Italy, were started in 1970. In 2000 FS became a holding company 

which controls various companies, among which is Trenitalia, a limited society. (Parks, 2013) 
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 Rome Central Station: 

Designed by Salvatore Bianchi, built amongst the fields and vineyards of the Esquiline hill in 

1867, at its inauguration it was described by Pope Pius IX as "the railway station of the capital 

city of Italy ". Although at the time it seemed too large for the needs of the capital of the Papal 

State (with just over 180 thousand inhabitants), just fifteen years later it had already proved to be 

inadequate for the needs of its ever-increasing railway traffic. (Guida d’Italia, 1999) 

 

The station has regular train services to all major Italian cities, as well as daily international 

services to Munich, Geneva, and Vienna. With 33 platforms and over 150 million passengers 

each year, Roma Termini is the second largest railway station in Europe after Paris Gare du Nord. 

Termini is also the main hub for public transport inside Rome. Two Rome Metro lines (A and B) 

intersect at Termini metro station, and a major bus station is located at Piazza dei Cinquecento, 

the square in front of the station. On 23 December 2006, the station was dedicated to Pope John 

Paul II. (Guida d’Italia, 1999) 

 

Termini station was inaugurated on 20th December 1950 by Italy’s current President, Luigi 

Einaudi. (Roma Termini, 2008) A length of the early Roman Servian Wall is preserved outside 

the station. The current building was designed by the two teams selected through a competition 

in 1947: Leo Calini and Eugenio Montuori; Massimo Castellazzi, Vasco Fadigati, Achille 

Pintonello and Annibale Vitellozzi. It was inaugurated in 1950. (See Figure 13) The building is 

characterized by the linear lobby hall, a tall space of monumental dimensions. This great hall is 

fronted by full height glass walls, and is covered with a concrete roof that consists of a flattened 

and segmented arch, a modernist version of a barrel vault from a Roman bath. (Guida d’Italia, 

1999) 

 

Figure 13. Rome Central Station, Rome, Italy (Wikipedia) 
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4.2.8. Amsterdam, Netherlands  

 

 Railway History of the Country: 

The history of rail transport in the Netherlands is generally considered to have begun 1839, when 

the first train, drawn by De Arend, successfully made the 16 km trip from Amsterdam to 

Haarlem. However, the first plan for a railroad in the Netherlands was launched only shortly after 

the first railroad opened in Britain. 

 

When discussing the history of rail transport in the Netherlands, one can roughly distinguish six 

eras, namely the period up to 1839, when the first plans were made for a railroad by an ambitious 

army officer, W. A. Bake; the period 1840-1860, when the railroads experienced their early 

expansion; the period 1860-1890, when the government started to order the construction of new 

lines; the period 1890-1938, when the railroads were consolidated into two large railroads; the 

period 1938-1992, when the Neerlandse Spoorwegen was granted a monopoly on rail transport; 

and finally the period from 1992 to the present, when the Nederlandse Spoorwegen lost its 

monopoly. (Veenendaal, 2001, Periode 1839 - 1860, 2005) 

 

 Amsterdam Central Station: 

Amsterdam Centraal is a major national railway hub and the largest railway station of 

Amsterdam, Netherlands. Used by 162,000 passengers a day, it is the second-busiest railway 

station in the country after Utrecht Centraal and the most visited national heritage site of the 

Netherlands.(treinreiziger.nl, 2015) Amsterdam Centraal was designed by Dutch architect Pierre 

Cuypers and first opened in 1889. (See Figure 14) It features a Gothic/Renaissance Revival 

station building and a cast iron platform roof spanning approximately 40 metres. 

 

Since 1997, the station building, underground passages, metro station and the surrounding area 

have been undergoing major reconstruction and renovation works to accommodate the North-

South Line metro route, which is due to open in 2018. (Revival Styles: Holland,2014) Amsterdam 

Centraal is a terminus station on many historical railway lines in the Netherlands. Since 2014, 

Amsterdam Centraal is served by 13 international rail routes and 15 national rail routes. There 

are also tram, bus, metro and ferry services from this area. 
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Figure 14. Amsterdam Central Station, Amsterdam, Netherlands (Wikipedia) 

 

4.2.9. Paris, France 

 

 Railway History of the Country: 

The history of rail transport in France goes back to the first French railway in 1823. In 1814, the 

French engineer Pierre Michel Moisson-Desroches proposed to Emperor Napoleon to build 

seven national railways from Paris, in order to travel "short distances within the Empire". In 

1823, a royal decree authorized the first railway company (Saint-Étienne to Andrézieux Railway) 

and the line was first operated in 1827, for goods, and for passengers in 1835. From 1830 to 

1832, the line from Saint-Étienne to Lyon was opened, for goods and passengers, becoming the 

first passengers line of continental Europe. (Caron, 1997)  

 

From 1981 onwards, a newly constructed set of high-speed TGV (Train à Grande Vitesse) lines 

linked France's most populated areas with the capital, starting with Paris-Lyon. In 1994, the 

Channel Tunnel opened, connecting France and Great Britain by rail under the English Channel. 

 

 Paris Central Station: 

There are 7 main stations in Paris, Gare du Nord, Gare de lest Gare d’Austerlitz, Gare de Bercy, 

Gare Montparnasse, Gare Saint-Lazare and Gare de Lyon. We have chosen Gare de Lyon because 

it is one of the oldest train stations in France and even older that Gare du Nord and has more 

international tracks.  

 

The Gare de Lyon, is one of the seven large main railway stations in Paris band was built in 1849. 
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It handles about 90,000,000 passengers every year, making it the third busiest station of France 

and one of the busiest of Europe. It is the northern terminus of the Paris–Marseille railway. Most 

notable thin in outdoor of the station is the large clock tower atop one corner of the station, similar 

in style to the clock tower of the United Kingdom Houses of Parliament, home to Big Ben. (Gare 

de Lyon, Wikipedia) (See Figure 15) 

 

The station is served by high-speed TGV trains to south and eastern France, Switzerland, 

Germany, Italy and Spain. The station also hosts regional trains and the RER and also the Gare 

de Lyon metro station. Main line trains depart from 32 platforms in two distinct halls: Hall 1, 

which is the older train shed, contains tracks labelled with letters from A to N, while the modern 

addition of Hall 2 contains tracks which are numbered from 5 to 23. There are a further 4 

platforms for the RER underneath the main lines. (Plan et orientation-Gare de Lyon, 2015) 

 

 

Figure 15. Gare de Lyon Central Station, Paris, France (Wikipedia) 
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4.2.10. Berlin, Germany 

 

 Railway History of the Country 

The history of rail transport in Germany can be traced back to the 16th century. Modern rail 

history officially began 1835 with the opening of the steam-powered Bavarian Ludwig Railway 

between Nuremberg and Fürth. In Germany, even before the first real railways opened, there 

were attempts to use locomotives for railway operations. In the first half of the 19th century they 

started railway constructions. In 1820 Friedrich Harkort founded a consortium with the aim of 

building a wagon way from the Schlebusch Coal Region (Kohlerevier Schlebusch) to Haspe, and 

the first rail way completed 1828. On 1876, steam locomotives took over the work. (Mierzejewski, 

2000) 

 

Berlin's termini were not linked within the city until 1851, when the Berlin Link Railway entered 

service. In 1989, the Berlin Wall fell. Train frequency rapidly increased on the existing East/West 

corridors; closed links which had formerly crossed the border were re-opened. (Mierzejewski, 

2000) As of 2015, Germany had a railway network of 33,331 km of which 19,983 km were 

electrified and 18,201 km were double track. (Railway Statistics, 2015)  

 

 Berlin Central Station 

Berlin Hauptbahnhof is the main railway station in Berlin, Germany and the largest train stations 

in Europe. It came into full operation two days after a ceremonial opening on 26 May 2006. (See 

Figure 16) It is located on the site of the historic Lehrter Bahnhof, (Hall,2011) The station is 

operated by DB Station&Service. 

 

Lehrter Bahnhof (Lehrte Station) opened in 1871 as the terminus of the railway linking Berlin 

with Lehrter, near Hanover. Following heavy damage during World War II, limited services to 

the main station were resumed, but then suspended in 1951. In 1957, with the railways to West 

Berlin under the control of East Germany, Lehrter Bahnhof was demolished, but Lehrter 

Stadtbahnhof continued as a stop on the S-Bahn. In 1987, it was extensively renovated to 

commemorate Berlin's 750th anniversary.  

 

The Berlin Hauptbahnhof is part of the mushroom concept that was being made in Berlin, in 

which the station forms as a connecting point for converging and intersecting lines, of different 

modes of public transport there. The station's length is 430 metres, whereas some of the platforms 
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are 80 metres. The entire station complex is a tower station, operationally it is a crossing station 

similar to all central stations. The complex consists of several independent operating points: 

 

Platform 1 to 8, are located underground and is used for regional and intercity services. 

Platform 9 to 10, are located underground and will be used for the future S21. 

Platform 11 to 14, are located above-ground and is used for regional and intercity services. 

Platform 15 to 16, are located above-ground and is used for the Berlin S-Bahn. 

Platform U1 to U2, are located separately from the main station, and is used for the Berlin U-

Bahn) 

 

The building work took place in several stages. In 1995 the construction of the Tiergarten tunnels 

began, and finished in 2005. The station building has two main levels, for suburban traffic as 

well as three connecting and business levels. Compared to Raffles Place MRT Station and Taipei 

Main Station, it is one of the most densely packed stations. (International Transportation 

Workshop, 2012) 

 

Figure 16. Berlin Central Station, Berlin, Germany (Wikipedia) 
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4.2.11. Information abstract 

 

Based on all the detail we will have an over view to the back ground of each case study site. The 

countries of our studies, capital cities, the name of their central station and the year they where 

built as well as they position based on the track lines are on the table 3 below. 

 

Table 3. Brief information of all Ten location (By author)  

 

Country 
Capital 

City 
Central Station 

Name  

Year 

of 

Built 

End of 

Track 

Station 

Along the 

Track 

Station 

Description about the 

usable space based on  

station position for design 

purposes  

Estonia Tallinn Balti jaam 1870 *  All 3 sides are usable  

Latvia Riga 
Rīgas Centrālā 

dzelzceļa stacija 
1861  * 

Only the inner L shape in 

front of the station is usable  

Lithuania Vilnius 
Vilniaus 

geležinkelio stotis 
1861  * 

The line parallel to the street 

in front of the station is 

useable 

Sweden Stockholm 

Stockholms 

Centralstation, 

 Stockholm C 

1871 *  
Only one side of the station 

is useable 

Finland Helsinki 
Helsingin 

päärautatieasema 
1862 *  All 3 sides are usable 

Denmark Copenhagen 
Københavns 

Hovedbanegård 
1911  * 

All 3 sides are usable, 

Although is along the track 

but is design like the end of 

the track station 

Italy Rome Roma Termini 1862 *  
The square area in front is 

usable  

Netherlands Amsterdam 
Amsterdam 

Centraal  
1889  * 

Wide square from the main 

trans and a line parallel to 

the road at the Bach of the 

building is usable  

France Paris Gare de Lyon 1849 *  All 3 sides are usable 

Germany Berlin 
Berlin 

Hauptbahnhof 
2006  * Both two sides are usable 
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4.3. Factors for Evaluating the Places 

 

Up on all the descriptions, we can assume that physical frame work is the base of all the 

interactions and user activities. So by assessing and designing the area, we can improve the 

human interaction with the space around them and make it more functional. 

 

Major activities are based on the activities that have been explained on chapter two, which were 

walking, talking, heading to the destination and seeing around. The major functions that can be 

considered around train stations specially outdoor of central stations in capital cities can be: 

Pedestrian traffic, short stay, unplanned activities, meeting other people, relaxing, being able to 

find way and etc. Based on all these elements and the ones help to improve the environment, the 

main factors that are considers through the case studies in this thesis will be: 

 

4.3.1. Feeling safe: We should always keep in mind that train stations mostly consider as an 

unsafe environment that criminals and gangs hang around there and it is not safe for people to 

stay there freely and with no reason, for so, another factor that we are considering in our case 

studies is the safety feeling. once the level of crime and fear increases the area will be completely 

without people. (Jacobs, 1961, Newman, 1973) we must always keep in mind that different 

outdoor activities shape the quality of the space. 

 

4.3.2. Movement: Human movement in nature is limited to horizontal and in approximately 

5kph speed. When the movement of slow in the area, the area would be more alive and people 

will enjoy the area more. Knowing that, we will see sight lines are important. People will not use 

the space if they don’t see it. (Whyte, 1980) 

 

4.3.3. Public open space for activities: Activities such as exhibition or even a small concert 

and festivals need a wider space. This factor will draw attention to the planning decisions. We 

must consider the design of the building as well, due to the fact many stations have most activities 

inside, such as Berlin Hauptbahnhof. 

 

4.3.4. Integration and cohesion: it should be considered how the location an its activities 

combined and connected to each other so the people who use the area are assembles with the 

events. One important aspect in outdoor and open space designs is quality of life. So they be able 

to move around and feel the sense of the place as best as it is possible. This helps several activities 

and different categories of people function together side by side. (Gehl, 2006) 
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4.3.5. Accessibility: Regardless to the size of the space it is vital that it is welcoming (Souter-

Brown,2015) public space in the train station area should be completely accessible in pedestrian 

scale not only vehicle scale and having only cross lines on the street for pedestrian to only pass 

by. Accessibility for people with disabilities is mandated by law in some countries. 

Considerations include: elevator or ramp access to all platforms, matching platform height to 

train floors, making wheelchair lifts available when platforms do not match vehicle floors, 

accessible toilets and pay phones, audible station announcements, and safety measures such as 

tactile marking of platform edges. 

 

4.3.6. Transportation: the arrangement of the public transport, such as bus and tram and 

private ones such as cars and also taxies, are important in the train stations areas. It will be a 

quite mess if developers do not pay attention to mobility around the area. Indeed, we want to 

develop the open space in these areas for human scale, but transportation role is undeniable in 

these locations. The purpose for this section is to evaluate the design and space for this mobility 

not they are there or not. 

 

4.3.7. Greenery: Trees and other woody plants are critical elements in landscape 

architecture. (Bell, et al, 2012) vegetation and plants are part of open space design. Human beings 

subconsciously seek the connection to nature (e.g. greenery, sound and even insects) and by not 

paying attention to this elements, the health level will reduce will cause stress until it might even 

cause depression which is one of the most popular diseases nowadays, without being aware of 

our deficit or our actions, and strongly effects public health. (pretty et al, 2005) We should keep 

in mind that any green space can provide an association with natural elements. Although most of 

them are not green all the time but their presents among other elements of the landscape brings 

harmony both between them and architectural elements surrounding them. Trees pay a important 

role in the urban landscape. (Marchal, 2006) In open space planning while we are working on 

vegetation we should consider climate factors such as colds, heat, drought, excess water, soil. 

Wind and air contamination.  

 

4.3.8. Meeting points: The vision of quality of life is the trigger that makes a person carry 

out daily works of life such as shopping, reading, being social and etc. (Aspinall, 2007) one of 

the most important roll in human life is meeting and interacting. Public places are perfect place 

for that, and if the design of it be not as good and functional as it should be, it will limit the 

interaction among the people and isolate the society.  
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4.3.9. Way finding: Some environmental attributes help people carry out activities, while 

others make them difficult. (Hartige, 2007) On basic element that can make lots of difference 

specially for people who come to the place for the first time, is the sign which guide people to 

find their way. In station with a haphazard design in this section, not only they make new comers 

confuse but also will waste their time, and might even make them lots. By doing so, they will 

loose all the enthusiasm for seeing that place for the first time and being confuse will be their 

first memory of that place. 

 

4.3.10. Introducing the city: This factor can be seen as the sum of other factors, which is 

the first impression of the city that we have talked about in previous chapters. Every thing, 

such as having an open space, greenery, well placed stations, waiting points and etc. helps 

people to get a layout of the place. We must consider in this stage railway is the fabric of the city 

for either those are leaving or ones are coming. 

 

4.4. Analysing, mapping and Grading 

  

In this section we will completely analyse each central station in all the ten countries in our 

study, based on the factors that has been described on section 4.3. the results will help us to 

first of all, find the strength, opportunity, weakness and threats SWOT) in each location, send 

of all be able to compare the outcomes through all the stations for finding out how is the best 

way to deal with each factor in POS in front of train stations.  
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4.5. Compering the Results in Every Factors 

 

At this stage we will compare each factor, by charts, through all the stations. The results will be 

the selecting the best factor in each category and see how is that the best among others. In all the 

charts the horizontal axes factor are the capitals and the vertical axes are their values.  

 

4.5.1. Feeling safe 

 

You can see the values in table 14 among all the locations. As we the result is the chart below 

(See Figure 27), the safest places among all the capitals are are Helsinki, Copenhagen, 

Amsterdam and Berlin. The reason for their high ran, based on the maps and de description is 

that:  

1) They open 24 hours 7 days of week,  

2) The outdoor space around the area is wide. 

Table 14. “feeling safe” factor among capitals 

Compering “Feeling Safe” Factor Among All the Studied Central 

Stations in Capital Cities 
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Figure 27. Feeling Safe comparison among capitals 
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4.5.2. Movement  

 

Movement grading are shown in table 15, and their comparison chart on figure 28, as we can 

clearly see, Riga, Stockholm, Helsinki, Amsterdam and Berlin have the highest quality in this 

factor. By going through the maps and their ranking reasons we can see: 

1) People have enough space to choose if they want to go steady or in rush,  

2) Wide space connecting indoors and outdoors. 

 

Table 15. “Movement” factor among capitals 

Compering “Movement” Factor Among All the Studied Central 

Stations in Capital Cities 
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Figure28. Movement comparison among capitals 
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4.5.3. Public Open Space for activities 

 

Based on the table 16, and comparison in the chart (See Figure 29) best places for Public Open 

Space for activities are Riga, and Helsinki. And the main reasons for this assumptions are: 

- Wide space for activities such as exhibitions and concerts. 

 

Table 16. “Public Open Space for Activities” factor among capitals 

Compering “Public Open Space for Activities” Factor Among All 

the Studied Central Stations in Capital Cities 
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Figure 29. Public Open Space for Activities comparison among capitals 
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4.5.4. Integration and Cohesion 

 

Grading for this factor is shown on table 17, and the comparing chart on figure 30. Based on 

them, best locations with high cohesion are Helsinki, Amsterdam, Paris and Berlin. The reasons 

are: 

1) Area is combined and blended with the surrounding, 

2) All the elements and functions are connected to each other. 

 

Table 17. “Integration and Cohesion” factor among capitals 

Compering “Integration and Cohesion” Factor Among All the 

Studied Central Stations in Capital Cities 
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Figure 30. comparison among Integration and Cohesion 
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4.5.5. Accessibility  

 

We can see the accessibility grading and comparison below (See Table 18 and Figure 31) 

Based on this analyses best places for this factor are Stockholm and Helsinki. Their reasons are: 

 

1) Easy to reach from centre by walking and public transport, 

 

2) Easy to reach for people with disability. 

 

 
Table 18. “Accessibility” factor among capitals 

Compering “Accessibility” Factor Among All the Studied Central 

Stations in Capital Cities 
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Figure31.  Accessibility comparison among central stations  
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4.5.6. Transportation 

 

Based on Transportation evaluations and its comparison among the capital cities, we found out 

that all the designs do lack and element in them, even the best ones. their problem was that 

there were either no enough parking space area or there are not a well defined places as taxi 

stop or bus stops. (See Table 19 and Figure 32) 

 
Table 19. “Transportation” factor among capitals  

Compering “Transportation” Factor Among All the Studied 

Central Stations in Capital Cities 
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Figure 32. Transportation comparison chart  
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4.5.7. Greenery 

 

Based on the evaluation and comparison in the table and chart below (See Table 20 and Figure 

33) best places with well green space design are only Helsinki and Berlin. Even though their 

central station is not completely green, but by compering it with other location we can 

understand there have been some small efforts.  

 
Table 20. “Greenery” factor among capitals 

Compering “Greenery” Factor Among All the Studied Central 

Stations in Capital Cities 
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Figure33. Greenery comparison among the capitals  
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4.5.8. Meeting Points 

 

Best station with good meeting points is only Riga Central Station. Because is the only location 

which provides benches and sitting area at outdoor of the station. And also has cafes with 

outside settings which is a good place to meet. (See Table 21 and figure 34) 

 

 

 
Table 21. “Meeting Points” factor among capitals 

Compering “Meeting Points” Factor Among All the Studied 

Central Stations in Capital Cities 
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Figure 34. Meeting Points comparison among locations 
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4.5.9. Way Finding 

 

Most friendly designs with good way finding to help passengers were Stockholm, Rome and 

Amsterdam. (See Table 22 and Figure 35) The reason for them to have this high value were: 

 

1) Information office placed outdoors, 

2) A billboard with the maps and locations, 

3) Enough signs which gives all needed directions. 

 

 
Table 22. “Way Finding “factor among capitals 

Compering “Way Finding” Factor Among All the Studied 

Central Stations in Capital Cities 
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Figure 35. Way finding comparison chart  
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4.5.10. Introducing the City 

 

Best case studies in introducing the city were among all, Stockholm, Helsinki, Amsterdam, Paris, 

Berlin. (See table 23, Figures 36) the reasons were: 

 

1) Well defined space no matter the size, 

2) Cohesion between the structure and environmental elements, such as facades of surrounding 

buildings. 

 

Table 23. “Introducing the City evaluation” factor among capitals 

Compering “Introducing the City” Factor Among All the Studied 

Central Stations in Capital Cities 
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Figure 36. Introducing the City comparison chart 
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4.6. Summary 

All this chapter was about evaluating, analysing all the data and comparing the 

results. We researched all the factors that we evaluated, after ward gathered 

information about the history of trains in the ten study case country as well as 

their capital cities. In addition, we evaluated each station separately based on the 

information we collected on our field studies through pictures, notes, videos and 

voice recording. And last but not least, we compared each factor among all the 

stations separately to come up with the results of which stations are the best in 

that specific section and why. The results of our comparisons will be discussed 

in the next chapter.  
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

 

5.1. Discussion  

Based on all the results we have produced the table (See Table 24) which is the list of the factors 

we have been through, the capitals with the highest value at it, and the reasons why they are. This 

chart will help us how the station should be designed in future to have the best impact 

 

Table 24. countries with the highest value in each factor and the reasons for that result 

Factors Capitals Values Reasons 

Feeling Safety 
Helsinki, Copenhagen, 

Amsterdam and Berlin 
5 

1) They open 24 hours 7 days of week, 2) 

The outdoor space around the area is 

wide. 

Movement 

Riga, Stockholm, 

Helsinki, Amsterdam 

and Berlin 

5 

1) People have enough space to choose if 

they want to go steady or in rush, 2) Wide 

space connecting indoors and outdoors 

Public Open 

Space for 

Activities 

Riga, Helsinki 5 
Wide space for activities such as 

exhibitions and concerts. 

Integration and 

Cohesion 

Helsinki, Amsterdam, 

Paris and Berlin 
5 

1) Area is combined and blended with the 

surrounding, 2) All the elements and 

functions are connected to each other 

Accessibility 
Stockholm and 

Helsinki 
5 

1) Easy to reach from centre by walking 

and public transport, 2) Easy to reach for 

people with disability  

Transportation 
Stockholm, Helsinki 

and Berlin 
4 

1) Not enough parking space area,  

2) Not well defined places as taxi stop or 

bus stops. 

Greenery Helsinki And Berlin 4 
There were no perfect green areas, but 

these capitals show small design effort 
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Meeting points Riga 5 

Locations designed for outdoor sitting, 

meeting and waiting also outdoor café 

settings 

Way Finding 
Stockholm, Rome and 

Amsterdam 
5 

1) Information office placed outdoors, 2) 

A billboard with the maps and locations, 

3) Enough signs which gives all needed 

directions 

Introducing the 

City 

Stockholm, Helsinki, 

Amsterdam, Paris, 

Berlin 

5 

1) Well defined space no matter the size, 

2) Cohesion between the structure and 

environmental elements, such as facades 

of surrounding buildings. 

 

 As it is shown there are some categories that all the places could not reach the highest point 

(Transportation, Greenery). This leads us to understand in our designers and architects do not 

pay attention to the green space, as well as the public services stops, how they are designed and 

bring conformation among their users.  

 

In addition, it is possible to understand through the comparisons which places lack design and 

have the lowest points in most of the examples, they can be improved based on the places with 

high values. They can even become more significant by using their potential space around for 

design purposes. 

 

5.2. Conclusion  

 

Whilst this study have only focused on the field analysis of the researcher , visual assessment 

and mapping, many other factors can effect how people use public open space in front of train 

stations, such as the free time people have to spent in the area, or the season, Culture influence 

and etc. most of the factors do rely on how we design the space and what we want to do in it. But 

assuming that everything is standard as our studies, the results we gathered can be definitely 

useful for future. 

 

This study showed the “to do” and “must not to do” list to improve outdoors area in front of the 

stations, so people can have the best first and last picture of the place Through the research 

findings we have found out, the reasons for higher ranking among the locations are almost similar 

although they are different locations, different areas and with different backgrounds. This shows 
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how the human needs are similar even though their culture and expectations are different.  

 

As conclusion, it is possible to say if we do consider first impression of the view that the city 

gives to people, we will notice there is no need to have a gigantic architectural building as 

stations, just to make it look interesting with a high cost. Instead we can move to simplicity and 

be inventive about the first impression the last memory of the view with will always stick to 

mind. 

 

The findings of the study suggest a wide range of possibilities for future research. Firstly, we 

must consider concepts, principles and ways of analysing urban public space around train stations 

problems can be used by anyone and should apply anywhere. So by making a handbook and a 

toolkit, it even enables regular citizens as well as experts, policy makers and decision- makers to 

evaluate the design and have ideas for improving it all around the glob. Secondly, in this areas 

hold a high level of stress. In fact, by noticing this important factor, we can improve the public 

health in societies. Last but not the least, due to the fact that there is massive amount of vehicles 

and lack of enough vegetation in these areas, the tempter at these zones are higher. They can have 

Heating Island Effect, which not only effects on the local people and the users, but also in a 

bigger scale effects global warming. Our future research could be based on any of these ideas to 

improve our life in all the aspects.  
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